'Lost' and found

"Lost" stars Jorge Garcia, Yunjin Kim, Ian Somerhalder and Maggie Grace reunite for the show's 10th anniversary in Hollywood. (ABC)

get shorty

In her most casual look ever, Shailene Woodley wears flip-flops and cutoffs at a private "Divergent" screening in Thousand Oaks, Calif. (Getty)
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jumpsuit for joy

Aussie supermodel Jessica Hart hosts a dinner in honor of the Gramercy Park Hotel's collaboration with fashion label Cushnie Et Ochs. (Meyers)

red haute

In a skin-hugging dress by British designer Safiyaa, Kate Winslet is one hot mamma at the Los Angeles premiere of "Divergent." (Finlay)

camera ready

"Extra" host Maria Menounos shows off her toned abs at a Suave Professionals launch event in Times Square. (Richinge)

hey, good lookin'

Jenna Dewan-Tatum wears an itty bitty dress on her way to a vegan restaurant in West Hollywood. (Sibbon)